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Good morning ladies and gentlemen, I ‘m very pleased to welcome you for this final session of our master course. The title of my Thesis is Dynamic Ecosystem Floodplain Model, and here are the contents of my presentation ?



Where are we going? 

• Objective 
• Floodplain ecosystems

– Importance
– Modeled phenomena
– Terms 

• Model requirements
• Floodplain modeling procedure

– Components overview
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– Components overview
– Concept & implementation
– Software
– Package
– Outlook

• Floodplain modeling & SDSS

At first I will give you a quick introduction about floodplain ecosystems, followed by thesis motivation and statement of objectives. We’ll then finally dive in the model implementation,  starting with an overview on the model components and concluding with the possible improvements 



Objective

• Computer implementation of:
– Simulation models (Two Models)
– Generic for riparian ecosystem
– Static, initial floodplain landscape model 
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– Static, initial floodplain landscape model 
– Dynamic floodplain model:
• Simulates landscape evolution
•Vegetation response to variables 
determine by discharge & morphology

Objective of the thesis work was to make a static model reproducing initial floodplain landscape conditions against which the second dynamic model will perform its processes.Second model simulates evolution and distribution of vegetation in response of variables determined by river discharge and morphology. Model consider general situations and therefore should be applicable to a wide range of riparian ecosystems.



Importance of riparian ecosystems

• Support of niche species
• Support food webs
• Support birds migration
• Biodiversity
• Cultural heritage
• Water quality

Monfalcone, Italy

Villach
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• Water quality
• Impacts wide spread
• International nature restoration-protection laws

– Assessing tools

Boise, IdahoMonfalcone, Italy

Praha, Czech Republic

75%
75%

Hoover Dam, Nevada

Riparian ecosystems are important because support niche species, food webs, birds migration and biodiversity. River landscape has also a cultural importance and healthy rivers assure water quality supply.



Floodplain ecosystems
Considered phenomena

•Recruitment
•Colonization sites
•Groundwater level
•Scour disturbance (flow by the shore)

•Shear stress
•Flood duration (physiological stress)

River morphology &ground water  distance

Open bar
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•Time 

http://www.physicalgeography.net/fundamentals/9i.html

Riparian ecosystems are very complex, for the sake of brevity, I will mention only ecosystem processes that are considered by the model. Recruitment can be else defined as vegetation renewal from seedlings. It can occur only if there are available colonization sites, such open bars. The success of recruitment depends by a sufficient soil moisture which in turn is strictly  dependant by the groundwater level. When seedlings are to close to water, they might be subject to scour disturbance, which is related to the height over base flow. Shear stress can be roughly defined as pressure parallel to water flow and that can cause sediment detachment and consequent uprooting of plants. Flood duration induces physiological stress to the root systems because, when soil is submerged, oxygen exchange is impounded, soil turns anoxic and toxic compounds are synthesized.  If these disturbance forces are not enough strong, vegetation stands are driven by time toward mature stages, such the forest.



Terms: succession series, cover types

Riparian Forest (Cottonwood)

Reed

Wetland

Succession Series (different vegetation kinds)

Cover Types (phases)
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Benjankar 2008

Age range
(phase time span)

Succession series are meant as different kinds of vegetation.We have here three different series: riparian forest or cottonwood, reed and wetland.They consist of different phases, addressed as cover types.Mode concept assumes that a phase lasts for a defined span of time. Here, this numbers, represent the limits of the time span for each cover type. This is the minimum and this the maximum age 



Requirements of the model

•Spatial referenced inputs-outputs (Maps)
•Model set on three succession series
•Record of cover types areas (additional , non spatial output)
•Well documented
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•Well documented
•Results displayed with user defined color legend

The specific requirements of the models where: use of spatial data, ease of usability, record the areas of each cover type for each simulated year. Furthermore models must be well documented and the outputs must be conveyed with a unique, user defined legend, [in order to facilitate visual inspection of the results.]



Modeling procedure components

•Start condition model:
•Defines extents of the starting 
succession stands
•Assigns minimum ages * of the 
stands in the study area

•Succession retrogression model:
•Dynamic
•Evaluates evolution & spatial 
distribution of vegetation 
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•Yearly inputs
•Made by four submodels

•Visualization tool:
•Re-displays succession 
retrogression outputs with a 
unified legend

*minimum number of years that, in natural 
conditions, are necessary to reach that 
stand status (height, resistance, shape…)

Modeling procedure is made by three components: start condition, succession retrogression, and visualization. Start condition defines the initial landscape in the study are. Succession retrogression evaluates landscape evolution over time and in regard of yearly inputs. It the far more complex of the models and is made by four submodels. Finally last component, is a visualization tool, used to convey the simulated landscaped with a unified color legend. So let’s begin with the first component: Start condition



Start condition

•Defines initial habitat conditions and related landscape
•Height over mean water level 
•Zone  where  heights are measured (aquatic , bank  or floodplain zone) 

•Tuple height-zone defines a unique habitat 
•Each habitat has a unique cover type
•Each cover type has a minimum age
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Initial landscape is determined by height over mean water and zone where height is measured. The tuple height-zone defines a unique habitat ANIMATION each habitat has a unique cover type ANIMATION each cover type has a minimum age. Minimum age is assigned because in the following model, all vegetation characteristics are set accordingly to vegetation stand age



Start condition implementation
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Input Grids Parameters Output Grids

• Height over mean water 

• Morphology (DEM)

• Aquatic zone 

• Bank zone

• Floodplain zone

• Heights over mean water 
of the bank zone habitats 

• Heights over mean water 
of the floodplain zone 
habitat 

• Reclassification from 
initial habitats to cover 
types

• Cover types minimum age

• Start condition landscape

• Initial habitats 

• succession minimum 
ages 

• Reed succession 
minimum age 

• Wetland succession 
minimum age

Here is the logic schema that underpinned the machine implementation. First to each zone are associated their height over mean water, second these heights are re-classified as habitats and then habitats are mapped to cover types. This yields the overall initial landscape, which looks like this map here, initial cover types grid is divided in succession series and finally to these grids are assigned the minimum ages for each stand. The outputs resulting from start model are then four 1. initial habitats, 2. initial landscape, 3. Forest series minimum ages, 4. reed series minimum ages, 5. Wetland series minimum ages



Modeling procedure components

•Start condition model:
•Defines extents of the starting 
succession stands
•Assigns minimum ages * of the 
stands in the study area

•Succession retrogression model:
•Dynamic
•Evaluates evolution & spatial 
distribution of vegetation 
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•Yearly inputs
•Made by four submodels

•Visualization tool:
•Re-displays succession 
retrogression outputs with a 
unified legend

*minimum number of years that, in natural 
conditions, are necessary to reach that 
stand status (height, resistance, shape…)

ANIMATION Let’s now came to the second component, succession retrogression model which I remind you, is made by four submodels



Succession retrogression model 
•Dynamic: inputs-feedback variables
•Can be different for each simulated year
•File paths stored in a database
•Based on hard thresholds & Boolean evaluations
•Dynamic inputs:

•Morphology (DEM) & Bank zone

•Height over base flow (approx. soil moisture and scour disturbance) 

•Mechanical disturbance  (Shear stress)

•Physiological flooding stress (Flood duration)
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MSOffice10

This model is called dynamic because has feedback inputs, that is the outputs of a model run are the inputs for the next one. Yet, it makes use of inputs that can be different from the previous run because they depend on the current simulated year. This set of inputs are expression of the leading variables of the system, namely hydrology-hydraulics and morphology. They are stored as file paths in a database and are dynamically passed to the model at each run. Model evaluates landscape evolution thru Boolean evaluation, based on hard thresholds.



Slide 12

MSOffice10 how to classifiy this (morphology vs hydrology)?
 , 9/16/2008

First of all sub model verifies if there is a change in the morphology and applies a simple rule: new land = open soil. Then model simulates whether new vegetation is recruited or disrupted by scour.Sub models rules can be briefly resumed as follows:Involves only pioneer phase and open bar. Pioneer can progress or be disrupted, open bar can be recruited or remain un-vegetated depending……on HBF and zone. Fate of common pioneer phase is determined by HBF conditions at the third year 



Recruitment submodel rules

•Verifies changes in morphology
•Vegetation renewal, scour disturbance:

•Occur only on open bar
•Height Over Base Flow (HBF), Bank Zone, Morphology

•Reed & cottonwood share pioneer phase
•Fate of shared pioneer depends by HBF at 3rd year
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Benjankar 2008

First operation performed is whether the morphology has changed compared to the previous simulated year. Here there are two morphology input grids that belong to two different years ANIMATION. Where water is turned to land, system assumes that this new land potentially suitable for colonization. Where land has turned to water, system assumes that cover types are lost 



Succession retrogression evaluations

DEM Year n
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Recruitment  Morphology Check:
•New land à potentially colonizable
•Land to water à loss of cover types

DEM Year n+1

Next conditions evaluated by model is whether seedlings are disrupted by scour, which is the flowing of water nearby the shore, or if instead there is seedling recruitment. In this second case, model assesses also to what kind of succession the seedling will belong once it will complete the pioneer phase



Succession retrogression evaluations
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Recruitment: vegetation renewal, seedling disruption (scour)

Bank zone and floodplain zone are classified in zones according to height over base flow. ANIMATIONPioneer seedlings loss occurs in the bank zone and low heights. Wetland recruitment occurs only in the floodplain zone and low heights. Generic pioneer recruitment occur both in floodplain and bank zone at any height not subject to scour or wetland renewal. ANIMATIONWhen a generic pioneer stand reaches the maximum pioneer age it will turn to cottonwood or reed. Cottonwood if it is located within a specific height range in the bank zone, reed in all other cases.



Recruitment rules II-Renewal, Disruption
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Zone 2                                               Suitable for generic pioneer recruitment
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Adapted from Mahoney & Rood, 1998 
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After 3rd Year

Recruitment is the way more complex sub model, here is the implementation flowchart. 1 are selected the cover types involved in recruitment and eventual changes in morphology are checked. 2. study site is divided in zones with common pattern of influence on the selected cover types. 3. cover types and zones are overlaid and re-classed according to rules. 4. finally common pioneer phase, if old enough, is assigned either to forest or reed series, depending on the zone where the stand is located



Recruitment submodel implementation

Pioneer phases selection

Zones-phases overlay
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Morphology check

Zones division

Oldest pioneer selection

Shear stress submodel evaluates the effect of the maximum shear stress of the year. Shear stress is assumed to cause total recycling of vegetation. The first task accomplished by the sub model is to add one year to the succession ages. This simulated the passing of time. Then ages are re-classed to mechanical resistance and where this mechanical resistance is lower than the yearly shear stress, vegetation age is considered totally destroyed and therefore goes back to the first rung of the succession ladder. This sub model has the same implementation for all successions, they only differ for the mechanical resistance.   



Shear stress submodel

•Causes total recycling
•Add one (year) to succession ages
•Reclass ages to mechanical 
resistance
• Resistance VS. shear grid of the year 
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Benjankar 2008

Flood duration submodel concept states that physiological stress induced by flood duration can cause total or partial recycling, depending on the impact severity. Impacts can be high, medium or low. Dynamic input grid for this sub model is a map with the total number of flooded day in the study site. Grid is re-classified in three different grid, one for impact, according to classes similar to the ones in this table. The impact grids are then overlaid with the succession grids are where the extents match, succession ages are re-classified according to the rules in this conceptual schema. Also this sub model is implemented in the same fashion for all successions, they only differ for the impacts effect classifications



Flood duration submodel

•Total or partial recycling 
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•Total or partial recycling 
•Reclass flood grid to impacts
•Check where succession 
overlays impact grid
•Reclass accordingly

Benjankar 2008

Range of 
flooded days

Impact severity

90 - 119 Low stress

120 - 150 Medium stress

150 - 366 High stress

Example of impact intensity classification

Last sub model evaluates the effect of time progression. If a vegetation stand is not disturbed by any of the described forces, it reaches the “maximum age” of 110. after this age all succession converge to the forest series. Therefore submodel verifies whether there are stands, from reed or wetland series, old enough to became forest, if yes, these stands are merged with the forest series grid.



Succession progression effect

•Perform age check on reed & 
wetland
•If old enough become 
cottonwood (forest series)
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Benjankar 2008

Here we have an overview of all inputs, outputs and parameters used and produced by the succession retrogression model. starting from three succession series age & initial landscape maps, height over base flow, morphology, bank zone, shear stress and flood duration grids, model produces a landscape grid for each simulated year, then writes to a text file the area covered by each cover type in each simulated landscape and in a second text file, it writes the file path of the produced outputs.



Succession-retrogression, elements
Inputs Parameters Outputs

• succession minimum 
ages

• Reed succession 
minimum ages

• Wetland succession 
minimum ages

• Start condition 
landscape

• Height over base flow

• Heights over mean 
water range for the 
scour disturbance

• Heights over mean 
water within the 
range suitable for 
establishment of 
cottonwood 
succession from 
generic pioneer 
phase

• Landscape of the 
study site for each 
simulated year

• File storing the 
number  of cells for 
each grid code of 
each simulated 
landscape

• File storing the file 
path of the simulated 
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• Height over base flow

• Bank zone

• Morphology

• Shear stress

• Flood duration

phase

• Heights over mean 
water within the 
range suitable for 
wetland recruitment

• Successions age 
classes shear stress 
resistance (three 
parameters set)

year output 

The file paths of the produced output are then used by the visualization tool in order to re-display these results with a unified legend. File paths reading is not straight forward, it needs for some manual opearations. However to save permanently this representation, the outputs group must be saved as a lyr file.



Visualization tool

• Re-display results of 
succession retrogression

• Requires some manual 
operations
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operations

The software used for the development was mainly ArcGis9.2, equipped with spatial analyst extension and exploited within the model builder environment. ArcGis guaranteed well known and solid geoprocessing abilities and model builder provides also default interfaces for the models. Where geoprocessing capabilities of ArcGis where not enough, it has been integrated with Python 2.4 and the its capabilities provided by PythonWin extension. For database storage it has been used MS Access for its popularity and ease of use 



Software

•ArcGis 9.2
•Model builder
•Spatial analyst extension
•Geoprocessing sequencing
•Provides interface

•Python 2.4
PythonWin ext.
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•PythonWin ext.
•Dynamic data passing
•Naming and records
•Custom geoprocessing

•MS Access
•Dynamic inputs storage
•Popular 

Models use is quite simple for those who are familiar with ArcGis toolboxes, models are accessible from Arc Toolbox, clicking the model icon pop ups the interface from where it is possible to select inputs, output storage location, set parameters value, set the number of iterations the model will perform. [Here in this image I’d like to underline the division of the models in modules, in this tbx, submodels and model in this other tbx.. Both modules and submodels are in fact usable as single tools and therefore usable as components to build more and more complex geoprocessing sequences]Interfaces can also aid user because each entry is explained and allow user access to documentation--> next slide has to be about documentation



Model Package
Interfaces & toolboxes

•Accessible from custom tbx.
•Select input grids
•Select output storage location
•Set parameters value
•Set number of iterations
•Aid user 
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•Aid user Start Condition

Succession retrogression
Custom toolboxes

Accessible from models interfaces (CHM), provided in the model package which include a folder system. Folder system is not strictly necessary to model functioning but it provides a logical means to store all required input data (database and grids), parameters values, documentation, output. Aids not expert model builder users in keeping the files ordered.



Model Package 
Documentation & Help files

Documentation htm chm Help file Folder system
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•Models-submodels-modules description
•Data types
•Parameters value range-consistency
•Model use
•Folder system contents
•Database model

We can always improve. For example implementing a DBMS which would allow a better scenario management or integrating hydraulic simulation software with ArcGis, in this way model would be more realistic and manual operations dramatically reduced. Anyway these are mutually excluding solutions because whenever hydraulic variables would be dynamically compute, their storage in a database would be useless. Either way these upgrades would have the function of enhancing the exploration capabilities of the model because they would shorter the time required to assess the effect of different discharge values



What can be better done

• Better DBMS (RDB compliant, manage scenarios) 
• Integration with hydraulic software
• Mutually excluding solutions 
• Increase decision space exploration capabilities
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• Increase decision space exploration capabilities
• Shorter the time required to assess different discharges 

Definition of SDSS is quite fuzzy, there are many of them, therefore is a little cumbersome to state whether this model is a SDSS or not. Some common definition elements, from the implementation viewpoint, are the presence of a DB, of a model, a GUI and a user, in the sense that yield output should include user preferences. From the conceptual viewpoint instead, SDSS is defined as a system to support decision in spatial semistructured problems, therefore must have the capability of exploring the solution space and support different decision making styles. The model I  presented today, has certainly model ANIMATION and GUI requirements and ANIMATION DB is present at least as a prototype.  Different scenario exploration is then possible also in light of the model flexibility. However what misses is an objective function to assess the simulated outputs.



…what about SDSS?

• Database, model, GUI, User
• Support for (spatial) semistructured problems

– Explore solution space (alternatives)
– Support different decision making styles (decision maker preferences)
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Malczewsky 1999

In last instance then, the ecological and cultural importance of riparian ecosystems require for models able to assess the decisions impacting these ecosystems. The developed model serves it scope and fulfill objectives even though fro the theoretical point of view might not be seen as a full SDSS, but



Where have we been?

• Ecological & cultural river ecosystem importance
• Development of dynamic, general, spatial, process 
based Model

• Fulfill objectives & requirements
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• Fulfill objectives & requirements
• Maybe not a full SDSS…

…BUT:

This model is a brand new in floodplain modeling, is a valuable assessing tool and is designed to be improved.



Dynamic Ecosystems Dynamic Ecosystems 
Floodplain ModelFloodplain Model

•Brand new in floodplain modeling
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•Valuable assessing tool
•Room for improvements



QUESTIONS?
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Thank you, have a nice day ☺


